Join the NSW Branch Committee and a panel of speakers from across the water sector in conversation about the status of diversity and inclusion in our industry.

**GUEST SPEAKERS**

- **NANDA ALTAVILLA**
  An advocate for women in water, our facilitator and MC will pick up the discussion from where we left off at our equality vs. equity panel.

- **YVONNE SINANOVIC**
  Plant Manager, Rouse Hill WRP will be sharing advice and experiences as a woman in treatment and operations gained during her career with Sydney Water.

- **DAVID NIXON**
  Long-standing member of the water industry, and involved in several diversity programs, will share his insights on the LGBTIQA community and some of the common issues faced.

- **ELLE DAVIDSON**
  Indigenous Engagement Leader, instrumental in the development of GHD’s Reconciliation Action Plan, will share advice on water industry engagement with First Australians.

- **DR SHAHADAT CHOWDHURY**
  A strong advocate of diversity and inclusion, Dr Chowdhury from DPI Water was awarded ‘Silver Arrowhead’ for his service developing cultural diversity policy for Scouts Australia.
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**6pm, Wednesday**

**20 September 2017**

**Sydney Water**

1 Smith Street

Parramatta, 2150

AWA Member $40

Non-Member $60

AWA YWP $30

Click here to register